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FOR A FEW DOLLARS MORE?
Dear Reader,
Most investors are scratching their heads when they
contemplate the magnitude of the equity correction that has
occurred in just four weeks: a straight and breath taking 40%
drop in European equities synchronised with the acceleration
of new COVID-19 cases in the old continent, and a massive
repricing of most assets in the world.
What is surprising asset allocators as well is to see that safe
havens no longer play the role of shock absorbers in portfolios.
Is this correction excessive? Is there some rationality behind
this? Why should gold start to lose its shine in a bear market
with a return of the zero interest rate policy (ZIRP) at the Fed?
Why do the markets not react positively to the significant rates
cuts decided by the Fed?
The obvious answer is that markets are pricing in a more
severe economic scenario and significant disruption in
earnings: this is a global reality check on growth and risks,
with some excess due to contagious fear. In this context, the
significant monetary and fiscal support was not able to calm
markets down.
A second answer can be found in investors' positioning and
leverage which generally exacerbates volatility. Over the
past years, central banks have compressed yield curves
and pushed investors outside their natural hunting zone, to
chase yields in new territories with more risk and less liquidity.
This has led to a significant compression of credit spreads,
whilst lower interest rates justify higher equilibrium price/
earnings ratios in equity markets. Moreover, cheap money has
encouraged the democratisation of leverage as a standard
investor way of life, based on QE infinity and the belief that
less cyclical economies should mean less cyclical markets.
This is now being blown away by a pandemic with far-reaching
macro-economic effects.
After a terrible December 2018, and a bull recovery in 2019,
2020 was not starting on high hopes of performance but

at least with a relatively calm environment, which encouraged
investors to chase after a few more dollars. This pandemic
seems to be the catalyst of the reversal of the carry trade,
and comes as a reality test for most investors. It tests our
nerves, our capacity to bear risk, to cope with unprecedented
volatility and a new form of uncertainty; it is a reality test
on the sustainability of investment strategies based on the
accumulation of leveraged risk premiums. It reminds us that
leverage not only increases risk, it also shortens the time
horizon of investors and affects their psychology.
There is a lot of rationality in the correction given the negative
macro-economic effects of preventive measures and bearish
psychologies, and subsequent impact on corporate earnings
and default rates. But the magnitude and the speed of this
correction are probably explained by the unwinding of this
accumulation of leveraged strategies, and this unwinding
probably accelerates when volatility and negative returns
become unbearable. This is what is called the “Minsky
moment”. This unwinding may also explain why not only
are equities and corporate bonds losing ground, but also
safe havens. So we should not blame it all on the COVID-19.
There is certainly some overshooting in this correction,
and the explosive cocktail of viral fear and margin calls can
only amplify that before markets rebound and find a new
equilibrium.
If this pandemic peaks in the next months and if the unwinding
does not create more permanent effects on corporates and
banks, we are probably not far from that stabilisation point.
History tells us that most market corrections take place in a
few weeks, followed by a few months of volatility and a sharp
rebound thereafter. We can also expect that the European
Central Bank's (ECB) announcement of a EUR 750 billion
emergency purchase programme should help to anchor
anticipations, ease the sovereign spreads and stabilise the
yield curve.
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A SIGNIFICANT IMBALANCE
In the midst of dislocated financial markets, oil stands out
as one of the most hit commodities. It has lost two thirds
of its value since the beginning of the year, not only due to
the slowdown of the global economy in the context of the
coronavirus (COVID-19) but also to a new war on market
shares, opened by the decision of the OPEC countries not
to lengthen the agreement on production cuts.
The coronavirus had already hit hard the world’s main
consumer of oil, China. The country, which was also
showing the fastest growth of marginal demand, nearly
halted its imports at some point. This effect on demand
is now propagating throughout the rest of the world. The
unexpected disruption came from the supply side with
the disagreement in late February between Russia and
Saudi Arabia on cuts of production that were necessary to
compensate for the slowdown of demand, in the context
of increased US shale production.
In face of a slowing demand, the rise of production
implied by the end of the OPEC’s quotas is estimated to
be as much as four million barrels per day, on a global
consumption of around one hundred millions barrels per
day. Even though Russia’s fiscal balance implies an oil
price at around USD 45, our experts anticipate that Russia
will be able to withstand this shock and we should not bet
too much on a renewed deal on supply cuts.

I M P L I C AT I O N F O R U S S H A L E P L AY E R S
The consequences are significant for the entire sector
from oil majors to shale oil producers. The general context
is nevertheless very different from the 2014-2016 situation,
where shale oil was on a strong rising trend with huge gains
of productivity and large financial resources. The sector is
rationalising, debt levels are in some cases unsustainable,
and investors are no longer ready to back companies that
keep on promising profitability without delivering.

On top of that, the hedging policy of shale producers only
guarantee about 40% of their production at an average
level of USD 50/barrel until the end of the year. As those
players represent a significant share of the US high
yield market, the risk of default is rising significantly and
could lead not necessarily to a supply adjustment but to
restructurings, consolidation and capital expenditure cuts
affecting the entire chain. This partly explains the spread
widening of US high yield segment this year that was also
seen in 2014-2016.
Lastly, past correlations suggest that a lower oil price is
generally associated with an earnings recession, as it
happened in the US in the middle of this past decade-long
bull market.

I M PA C T O N O I L M A J O R S
Indeed, the impact on oil companies is massive. Over
the last few years, majors have been able to lower their
breakeven, increase their profitability by rationalising their
investment (relying for example on shared projects with
guaranteed profitability such as liquefied natural gas (LNG),
and lower their debt ratio to between 20 and 30%. A USD
50/barrel oil price offers most of them 15% Internal Rate
Return (IRR) and allow them to cover capital expenditure
and cash dividends. None of them can sustain a price
under USD 30/barrel in the long term at this point.
Our internal analysts highlight that generally oil integrated
majors do not hedge oil price as they generally offset
the negative impact of lower price on their upstream
business with higher refinery margins. Up to now, none
has announced the intention to lower the dividend or to
go to a scrip one, but with yields over 10% the market
is discounting such an action on a short term. Services
are even worse-off, as majors are already considering
adjusting their capex for the coming months.
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M A C R O - E C O N O M I C I M P L I C AT I O N S

I M PA C T O N O U R 2 0 2 0 S C E N A R I O

From a macro-economic standpoint, a lower oil price
should in the end have a positive impact on consumption
in developed markets, even though it lowers inflation
and therefore makes inflation targeting more complex for
policy makers. This positive effect is generally witnessed
the following year. On a shorter term view, the negative
impact on PMIs and on fiscal balances of oil producing
countries may also overcome the positive impact on
available income. This is reflected in the significant drop
of currencies of oil producing countries such as Russia
with the ruble losing 25% of its value YTD whilst sovereign
spreads have widened significantly. Oil prices movements
are redistributing the cards among emerging markets,
mostly in favour of Asian importers.

The oil market collapsed trading from 65 in early January to
approximately USD 20-25/barrel (WTI) today with implied
volatility trading at unseeing levels.

In the past, a lower oil price was often synonymous with
a higher US dollar. This topic was notably one area of
research of Paul Krugman 40 years ago, at the time when
the United States were oil importers, and this relationship
transited through oil inflation impact on the current deficit
and subsequent inflation pressure on the currency.
However, this inverted relationship has been troubled by
a growing production in the US and growing demand
from Asia, now meaning that a severe drop of oil price
generally reflects slower global growth, implies industrial
slowdown and results in more accommodative monetary
policy. One could argue that in the past few days, this
correlation has became true again; but we think that USD
relative strength mostly reflects weaker currencies of oil
producing countries, and rising sovereign risk affecting the
euro these days.

Our scenario for the rest of the year has been revised with
an oil price (WTI) that should stay below USD 35/barrel
in the coming months, and potentially some recuperation
towards USD 45 only if the Chinese demand increases
again in the second half, but this is increasingly unlikely
given that demand from mature economies is weaker as
well.
We do not expect Russia and Saudi Arabia to end this
dispute any time soon, and we expect that confinement
measures related to the COVID-19 virus will continue to
weigh on demand which contracts for the first time since
the 2008 financial crisis.
We should not conclude this article without a word
on renewables. The need to decarbonise our energy
production is still there, even if economics may for some
time not be favourable to green capital expenditure with a
lower price of fossil fuels. Better access to capital and a
lower cost of capital associated with renewable projects
should nevertheless allow them to gain their fair market
share in the global offer of energy.
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